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primary signature

USAGE
These are acceptable uses of 
the company logo (signature). 
The logo should only be used as 
shown and in accordance with 
the style rules on the “relative 
spacing”, “colors”, and “incorrect 
usage” pages in this style guide.

BLACK AND WHITE
These variations should only 
be used when printing in 
black and white.

logo



incorrect usage

Do not use logo with background 
color that is too close to the logo 
colors (or any other color) that 
creates a significant loss of 
contrast between the logo and the 
background.

Do not use logo with a bold, 
high-contrast pattern background 
that competes with the logo. 
Using a lightened or transparent 
background may be acceptable if 
the background serves to highlight 
the logo.

LOGO

BACKGROUND Do not use logo with a bold, 
high-contrast photo background 
that competes with the logo. 
Using a lightened or transparent 
background may be acceptable if 
the background serves to highlight 
the logo.

Do not alter, move, re-order, or 
resize any of the logo bubbles 
or sparkles.

logo
Do not apply drop-shadow to 
the logo.

Do not re-color any of the logo 
elemements.



alternate signature

USAGE
In some design situations an 
alternate signature (logo) is 
used because it gives a different 
proportional size and feel. It is 
typically composed of the same 
elements as the primary signature, 
but is often rearranged to provide 
a more compact variation without 
losing its distinction.

TEXT COLOR
The company name should only 
be in black (or white when on 
a black background) because 
the letters in this instance are 
too light to stand alone.

AN ICON?
The alternate signature uses 
the same iconic element as the 
primary signature, but it should 
not be liberally used or in 
conjunction with other stand-
alone icons. In Socatoa’s case, 
it is recommended that this logo 
element should not be used as a 
stand-alone icon.

BLACK AND WHITE
These variations should only 
be used when printing in 
black and white.

logo



incorrect usage

Do not recolor the logo text or 
icon other than what is shown on 
the “alternate signature” page.

ALTERNATE LOGO

BACKGROUND

logo
Do not alter, move, re-order, or re-
size any of the logo icon elements 
or sparkles.

Do not use logo with a bold, 
high-contrast pattern background 
that competes with the logo. 
Using a lightened or transparent 
background may be acceptable if 
the background serves to highlight 
the logo.

Do not use logo with a bold, 
high-contrast photo background 
that competes with the logo. 
Using a lightened or transparent 
background may be acceptable if 
the background serves to highlight 
the logo.

Except in very rare circumstances, 
do not use the alternate logo icon 
element as a stand-alone icon.

Do not apply drop-shadow to 
the logo.



RELATIVE SPACING
To create a visual cushion 
between the logo and any icons 
that are used, make sure there 
is at least a 2 pica (a design unit 
of measure) or approximately 
8.5 millimeters.

PRINTING REQUIREMENTS
For printed pieces, you should 
also be aware of the printer’s 
requirements for any trims, 
bleeds, and what is often called 
“safe space”. 

2 picas/8.5 mm

 relative spacing logo



C=36, M=28, Y=27, K=0
R=168, G=170 , B=173
HEX=#a8aaad

C=0, M=0, Y=0, K=0
R=255, G=255 , B=255
HEX=#ffffff

C=0, M=0, Y=0, K=100
R=0, G=0 , B=0
HEX=#000000

C=0, M=63, Y=77, K=0
R=244, G=125 , B=74
HEX=#f47d4a

C=84, M=20, Y=65, K=4
R=0, G=146 , B=118
HEX=#069176

C=91, M=55, Y=11, K=1
R=0, G=108 , B=166
HEX=#006ca6

C=0, M=0, Y=0, K=0
R=255, G=255 , B=255
HEX=#ffffff

NOTE: 
CMYK colors are used for print media. 
RGB colors are used for digital media (web, 
email, apps.).

C=8, M=6, Y=6, K=0
R=231, G=231 , B=231
HEX=#e7e7e7

colors
C=70, M=15, Y=0, K=0
R=39, G=170 , B=225
HEX=#27aae1

C=47, M=0, Y=1, K=0
R=121, G=210 , B=243
HEX=#79d2f3

main logo grayscale logo backgrounds

main palette



C=87, M=25, Y=78, K=10
R=0, G=132, B=92
HEX=#00845c

C=81, M=8, Y=70, K=0
R=6, G=167, B=120
HEX=#06a778

C=0, M=26, Y=96, K=0
R=254, G=192, B=31
HEX=#fec01f

C=48, M=39, Y=0, K=0
R=136, G=152, B=255
HEX=#8898ff

C=96, M=98, Y=7, K=1
R=56, G=49, B=139
HEX=#38318b

colors accent color palette

C=72, M=0, Y=40, K=0
R=28, G=187, B=173
HEX=#1cbbad

C=33, M=0, Y=4, K=0
R=164, G=221, B=239
HEX=#a4ddef

C=0, M=92, Y=99, K=0
R=239, G=56, B=36
HEX=#ef3824

C=31, M=0, Y=69, K=0
R=177, G=250, B=126
HEX=#b1fa7e

C=68, M=7, Y=10, K=0
R=50, G=181, B=215
HEX=#32b5d7

C=0, M=51, Y=46, K=0
R=246, G=149, B=126
HEX=#f6957e

C=68, M=31, Y=0, K=0
R=77, G=149, B=208
HEX=#4d95d0

C=47, M=0, Y=47, K=0
R=134, G=209, B=162
HEX=#86d1a2

C=2, M=3, Y=60, K=0
R=253, G=235, B=131
HEX=#fdeb83

C=0, M=57, Y=83, K=0
R=252, G=136, B=61
HEX=#fc883d



Heading 
Typeface
Using Socatoa’s 
typefaces for print

Headlines should usually 
be in Futura medium in 36 pt.

Sub-heads should usually 
be in Avenir medium oblique in 
18 pt.

Body text should usually 
be Avenir Book in 11 pt.

Size adjustments can be 
made depending on the size of 
the brochure or other 
printed pieces.

spacing     24 pt

typography

socatoa
Logo typeface

heading
Headline typeface

Futura 
medium

body text

Body text typeface

Avenir
book

sub-head text

Sub-head typeface

Avenir
medium oblique

NOTE: 
Due to Socatoa’s needs, this 
typography is primarily for 
print, but these typefaces 
should also be used for 
digital applications. 
Additional sizes, styles, and 
examples for digital usage can 
be added if and when needed.

spacing     20 pt



icons 
USAGE
Icons are illustrations that can 
be used to visually break-up text, 
emphasize other elements, and 
create visual interest.

INCORRECT USAGE
Icons should not be used in 
conjunction with the company’s 
primary signature or combined 
with the company’s name 
(see “incorrect usage” page).

STYLE 
Icons should be flat in appearance 
without shadows or three-
dimensionality.

COLORS
Main and secondary palettes 
can be used, as well as black 
and white and grayscale.

SPACING
Use guidelines from the 
“relative spacing” page.



incorrect usage

Do not use icons in conjunction with or near 
the company name.

Do not use drop shadows.Do not use inconsistent styles, such as overly 
illustrative, “cartoonish”, line art, gradients 
or photos.

icons 



printexamples



Socatoa!


